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Abstract 
Anatomo-clinical evidence from motor-awareness disorders after brain-damages suggests that the 
premotor cortex (PMC) is involved in motor-monitoring of voluntary actions. Indeed, PMC lesions 
prevent patients from detecting the mismatch between intended, but not executed, movements with 
the paralyzed limb. This fMRI study compared, in healthy subjects, free movements against blocked 
movements, precluded by a cast. Cast-related corticospinal excitability changes were investigated 
by using TMS. Immediately after the immobilization, when the cast prevented the execution of left 
hand movements, the contralateral right (ventral) vPMC showed both increased hemodynamic 
activity and increased functional connectivity with the hand area in the right somatosensory cortex, 
suggesting a vPMC involvement in detecting the mismatch between planned and executed 
movements. Crucially, after one week of immobilization, when the motor system had likely learned 
that no movement could be executed and, therefore, predictions about motor consequences were 
changed, vPMC did not show the enhanced activity as if no incongruence has to be detected. This 
can be interpreted as a consequence of the plastic changes induced by long-lasting immobilization, 
as also proved by the cast-related corticospinal excitability modulation in our subjects. The present 
findings highlight the crucial role of vPMC in the anatomo-functional network generating the 
human motor-awareness.  
 
 
Keywords: brain plasticity; fMRI; long-lasting immobilization; motor control; premotor cortex.
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Introduction 1 
Actions are generated through a chain of neurobiological events that is often not available to 2 
consciousness, although we are usually aware of moving (or not moving) different parts of our 3 
body. How is this motor awareness built up in our brain? An influential model of action generation 4 
(Blakemore et al. 2002; Haggard 2005) proposed that, during voluntary movements, the central 5 
nervous system exerts a motor control on our actions by comparing motor outflow and sensory 6 
inflow. According to this model, once motor programs are selected and sent to muscles, an 7 
efference copy of the motor commands is formed and, on the basis of this signal, a forward model 8 
predicts the sensory consequences of the movement. Then, when the movement occurred, the actual 9 
sensory feedbacks are compared with the sensory predictions, to ensure that motor output matches 10 
current intentions. When the sensory feedbacks do not match the predictions, an error signal is 11 
generated to alert the system of the lack of congruency between the intended and the executed 12 
action. 13 
An important contribution to the understanding of the anatomical counterpart of this motor 14 
monitoring system comes from the study of neuropsychological disorders in which movement 15 
awareness is dramatically impaired, as in the anosognosia for hemiplegia (AHP) (Langer and 16 
Levine 2014). In this pathological condition, brain-damaged hemiplegic patients are firmly 17 
convinced of actually executing voluntary movements with their paralyzed limb. Even if AHP has 18 
been traditionally associated to right-brain damage (Vallar and Ronchi 2006), when the assessment 19 
avoids language-related problems, this disorder emerges also in left-brain patients (Sala et al. 2009). 20 
An anatomo-clinical model of AHP, based on brain lesions and behavioral data, takes into account 21 
both the spared brain areas implementing motor intentionality [e.g. supplementary motor area – 22 
SMA (Fried et al. 2011); inferior parietal cortex (Desmurget and Sirigu 2009)] and the damaged 23 
premotor cortex (PMC), and neighbored areas, considered the neural counterpart of the comparator 24 
system, for explaining the patients’ behavior (Berti et al. 2005; Vocat et al. 2010; Garbarini et al. 25 
2012, 2013; Gandola et al. 2014; Pia et al. 2014; Piedimonte et al. 2015, 2016; Moro et al. 2016). 26 
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This lesion pattern observed in AHP patients is supposed to prevent AHP patients from detecting 27 
the mismatch between the intended (due to spared SMA), but not executed (due to damaged motor 28 
pathways), movement with the paralyzed limb. Thus, according to the classical neuropsychological 29 
inference, it has been proposed that PMC is part of a circuit that may play a crucial role in motor 30 
monitoring, being involved in the generation of motor awareness of voluntary actions (Berti et al. 31 
2005). It is worth noting that, although sensory predictions strictly depend upon motor intention, 32 
this model implies that motor intention signals and motor comparator signals are separated and 33 
possibly generated by different motor areas. Moreover, the ‘intention’ considered in this model is 34 
related to the programming of the subject’s voluntary action and not to the capability to 35 
understanding others’ motor act, which depends on the activity of the mirror neuron system 36 
(Nelissen et al. 2011).  37 
It is well known that other brain areas, namely the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and the 38 
cerebellum, also play an important role in motor monitoring during voluntary actions. The PPC has 39 
been shown to be involved in detecting the mismatch between desired and actual movements, 40 
particularly when visual feedback is relevant for action execution (Desmurget et al. 1999). 41 
Consistently, during fMRI versions of prismatic adaptation task, when participants point at targets 42 
under visual guidance while wearing prism lenses that displace the visual field laterally, the activity 43 
of parieto-cerebellar circuits was primarily implicated in detecting the mismatch between visual and 44 
proprioceptive inputs (Luauté et al. 2009; Chapman et al. 2010). According to several findings (for 45 
a review see Ishikawa et al. 2016), the cerebellum plays a crucial role in acquiring and maintaining 46 
forward models for motor control, by receiving inputs from the premotor areas through the cortico-47 
ponto-cerebellar pathway and by projecting back to the premotor areas through the cerebello-48 
thalamo-cortical (Horne and Butler 1995). Thus, these two regions may work in parallel to predict 49 
the sensory consequences of the movement and to make movement adjustments and corrections. 50 
However, in the present study, we were focused on the motor component of the comparator system 51 
and we adopted an a priori hypothesis-driven approach to test the role of PMC in motor monitoring.  52 
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To this aim, we reasoned that a good way is to contrast, in normal subjects, conditions in which 53 
movement execution corresponds to the intended movement and conditions in which the intended 54 
movement is not executed. In this latter condition, the comparator system should be alerted because 55 
the sensory feedbacks would not match the intention signal. To this aim, by using functional 56 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), we contrasted conditions in which healthy subjects were free 57 
to move both hands (free conditions) with conditions in which left hand movements were prevented 58 
by a cast (blocked conditions). Functional responses to a hand motor task were collected just before 59 
and immediately after the left hand was immobilized (Day 1: first day of scanning) and after one 60 
week of immobilization, just before and immediately after the cast was removed (Day 2: second day 61 
of scanning, seven days later than the first scanning). See details in Methods and in Figure 1a and 62 
1b. Note also that a Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) experiment was designed to control 63 
that long-lasting immobilization actually induced plastic changes in the corticospinal excitability.  64 
Although there are important differences between patients’ paralysis and normal subjects’ 65 
immobilization, nonetheless our experimental manipulation recreates, in healthy subjects, a 66 
condition similar to the pathological context in which hemiplegic patients plan to move, but they 67 
cannot move because of the paralysis. Indeed, during blocked conditions, when the subjects are 68 
asked to move their hands but the cast prevents the movement execution, efferent and afferent 69 
signals are likely incongruent, and a comparator system should detect the mismatch. Would the 70 
PMC activity be modulated, in this latter condition, according to its supposed comparator system 71 
function? Can the duration of the immobilization affect the activity of the comparator system in 72 
PMC? Our prediction is that different PMC activities should be expected as a consequence of the 73 
presence/absence of the cast and of the duration of the immobilization.  74 
 75 
Material and Methods 76 
Participants 77 
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Twenty volunteers (7 men, mean age = 22.1 years, SD= 2.1; educational level =15.8 years, SD=1.5) 78 
participated in the study. All participants were right handed, as determined by the Edinburgh 79 
Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971). Participants were naive to the purpose of the experiment; 80 
none of them had history or evidence of neurological and psychiatric illness and contraindication to 81 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) (Rossi et al. 2009; Bruno, Fossataro, and Garbarini 82 
2017). All participants gave informed written consent. The investigation was approved by the 83 
Ethics Committee of the University of Turin (protocol A290114) and conforms to the Declaration 84 
of Helsinki. 85 
 86 
Experimental procedure 87 
The first day (i.e., Day 1), participants performed inside the scanner a hand motor task (open/close 88 
right or left hand alternately) in free condition (T1); at the end of the scanning session, participants’ 89 
left hand was immobilized with a cast and they performed the same task with the left hand blocked 90 
and the right hand free (T2). The second day (i.e., Day 2), after one week of immobilization, the 91 
task was performed as in T2, with the left hand blocked and the right hand free (T3); at the end of 92 
the scan, the cast was removed from the left hand and the task was performed with both hand free 93 
(T4) (Figure 1a).  94 
One week before T1 and immediately after T4, participants underwent two sessions of TMS in 95 
order to investigate plasticity effects on corticospinal system induced by the immobilization. 96 
In a control experiment, acquired in a separated session, the participants were asked to perform a 97 
motor imagery task, consisting in the same paradigm used in the motor task (including the same set 98 
of stimuli) with the only difference that the subjects had to imagine the hand movement (with a 99 
kinesthetic motor imagery, (Jeannerod 1995; Piedimonte et al. 2014; Bisio et al. 2017; Bruno et al. 100 
2018) instead of moving the hand (as in free conditions) or trying to move the hand (as in blocked 101 
conditions). 102 
 103 
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Immobilization procedure  104 
We replicated the same immobilization method used by Burin and colleagues (Burin et al. 2017). 105 
The rationale behind immobilizing the hand and arm was that the hand/finger movements had to be 106 
completely prevented. Thus, immobilization of the wrist, metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, 107 
proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints was obtained with a palmar 108 
thermoplastic splinting.  The wrist joint was in 30-45 degrees of extension, the MCP joints in 60 to 109 
70 degrees of flexion, the PIP and DIP joints were extended and the thumb was abducted. 110 
 111 
fMRI paradigm 112 
Participants were asked to move (or try to move, in blocked conditions) their right hand and left 113 
hand alternately. In rest condition, they had to relax, without performing any movements. The 114 
movement consisted in the flexion and extension of the five fingers conjointly. A special pillow was 115 
placed under each hand, and the wrists were tied down. Subjects moved their hand after the 116 
presentation of a visual stimulus always representing the two hands. When both hands were white, 117 
the subjects had to stay still (rest condition). When the right/left hand gradually became red, 118 
participants had to prepare the corresponding hand movement (preparation phase). When the 119 
right/left hand turned completely red participants had to move the corresponding hand, i.e. to 120 
open/close the hand (movement execution phase). The experimental design included 12 trials in 121 
which participants had to move the right hand and 12 trials in which they had to move (or try to 122 
move) the left hand. Hand movements were self-paced. The task was performed using a block 123 
design with 12 s of rest, 6 s of motor preparation and 12 s of motor execution condition. The whole 124 
task lasted about 12 minutes (Figure 1b). During the imagery task, the very same paradigm was 125 
used with the only difference that participants had to imagine the hand movement. Stimuli 126 
presentation was handled by using the E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 127 
Pittsburgh, PA, https://www.pstnet.com/eprime.cfm) via the RM compatible visual stimulation 128 
device (VisuaStim-Resonance Technologies, Northridge, USA). 129 
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 130 
fMRI data acquisition 131 
Data were acquired using a 3 Tesla 32-Channel Digital Head Coil scanner Intera (Philips, 32-132 
Channel Digital Head Coil). Functional T2*-weighted images were acquired using echo planar 133 
imaging (GRE-EPI; TR = 1.500ms; TE = 35ms; FA = 90°; FOV = 230x230mm; acquisition matrix 134 
= 68x64; reconstruction matrix = 80x80; slice thickness = 3mm (10% gap); acquisition voxel size = 135 
3.382x3.594x3.3mm; reconstruction voxel size = 2.875x2.875x3.3mm; 24 ascending axial oblique 136 
slices; 488 volumes; 1 run; ~12min of acquisition time). Since our main interest was to record 137 
activity of the motor system, rather than of the whole brain, we adopted a partial brain coverage 138 
scheme, where axial slices were prescribed running parallel to the sylvian fissure, covering from the 139 
top of the brain to the opercular territories. This helped also in maintaining the repetition time 140 
sufficiently short, which is an important feature for connectivity analysis. In the same session, a 3D 141 
high-resolution T1w image was acquired for each participant (FFE, TR = 8.207ms; TE = 3.759ms; 142 
FA = 8°; FOV = 256x256mm; acquisition matrix = 256x256; slice thickness = 1mm; voxel size = 143 
1x1x1mm; 180 sagittal slices). 144 
 145 
fMRI data analysis 146 
fMRI data analyses were performed using SPM12 (Ashburner 2012) and AFNI (Cox 1996). For 147 
each timepoint (i.e., T1, T2, T3 and T4) and each subject we measured brain activity during the 148 
movement execution and the preparatory phase of the motor task. In brief, raw functional images 149 
were standardly preprocessed in SPM12 (i.e., slice timing correction, motion correction, T1w 150 
coregistration, 6mm FWHM Gaussian spatial smoothing, intensity normalization) and the obtained 151 
volumes were included in a general linear model (GLM) as the dependent variable. Four regressors 152 
of interest (i.e., right hand movement, left hand movement, right hand preparatory phase, left hand 153 
preparatory phase) were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function and were 154 
added to the GLM as explanatory variables. In addition, the six head motion parameters (rotations 155 
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and translations on the x, y and z axes), derived from the motion correction preprocessing step, 156 
were included in the model as nuisance variables. This single-subject analysis pipeline produced 157 
four ß-values maps, each representing blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal for a 158 
specific regressor of interest (e.g., right hand movement). Afterwards, aiming to aggregate single-159 
subject results into a group-level analysis, T1w images were spatially transformed to match the 160 
MNI/ICBM template (2x2x2mm spatial resolution) using a non-linear algorithm (Ashburner and 161 
Friston 1999) and the computed deformation field was then applied to ß-values maps. 162 
Since our interest was to test an a priori hypothesis, rather than running a whole-brain analysis, we 163 
used NeuroSynth (Yarkoni et al. 2011) (http://neurosynth.org) and reverse inference maps to 164 
identify term-based meta-analytic coordinates for brain regions commonly implicated in hand 165 
movements. Therefore, a region of interest (ROI) for the primary motor cortex (M1) devoted to 166 
hand movements control was obtained by drawing a sphere (6mm radius) centered at the peak value 167 
for the reverse inference map of the term "hand" (left hemisphere; x=-36, y=-22 z=+56; 736 168 
studies). The correctedness of this procedure was testified also by the spatial overlap between the 169 
location of the peak for this meta-analytic map and the well-known "omega" landmark for the hand 170 
motor cortex. Thus, an identical approach was used to def ne the left SMA (term: "supplementary 171 
motor"; x=-4, y=-6, z=+58; 607 studies), the left dPMC (term: "dorsal premotor"; x=-26, y=-10, 172 
z=+62; 165 studies) and the left vPMC (term: "ventral premotor"; x=-56, y=+6, z=+30; 161 173 
studies). Specular coordinates (i.e., positive x values, while keeping y and z constant) were used to 174 
define four right hemisphere ROIs (right M1, right SMA, right dPMC and right vPMC). For each 175 
subject (n=20), timepoint (n=4) and ROIs (n=8), we extracted ß-values related to both the 176 
preparatory phase and the motor execution phase for the contralateral hand movement (e.g, left M1 177 
activity while moving the right hand). These values were entered, as dependent variables, in two 178 
separate 2x2x2 MANOVA, one for the preparatory phase and the other for the actual motor 179 
execution phase.  Three two-levels within-subject factors, “Side” (Left hand; Right hand), “Time” 180 
(Day 1; Day 2) and “Cast” (Free; Blocked) and a full factorial design were used to investigate brain 181 
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activity following motor immobilization, at group-level. Post-hoc comparisons were computed and 182 
corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni. The MANOVA and post-hoc analyses were 183 
carried out using SPSS statistical software (IBM, Chicago, IL). To rule out the possibility that the 184 
modultory effect of cast on the selected ROI could reflect mental simulation during motor imagery, 185 
we performed paired t-test (two tailed), comparing ß-values of the motor imagery task with ß-values 186 
of the motor task at T1, T2, T3, T4. This allowed to discriminate between the blocked conditions of 187 
the motor task (T2 and T3), in which the subjects were asked to “try” to move their blocked hand, 188 
and a motor imagery task, in which the hand movement has to be mentally simulated.  189 
Furthermore, to estimate the context-dependent functional connectivity between right vPMC and 190 
the rest of the brain during the motor execution phase, we used the Generalized Psycho-191 
Physiological Interaction (gPPI) (McLaren et al. 2012) analysis as implemented in AFNI (Cox 192 
1996). Here, we selected the AFNI pipeline for two methodological reasons: first, in our experiment 193 
the motor execution phase has a relatively short duration and, as a consequence, the use of 194 
deconvolution is crucial (Gitelman et al. 2003); importantly, the deconvolution process in AFNI is 195 
invertible and robust to the mean centering effect (Di et al. 2017). Second, in AFNI psychological 196 
effects are removed from the physiological variable before calculating gPPI, hence reducing the 197 
collinearity between the interaction terms and the main effect regressors (Di et al. 2017). Moreover, 198 
since correlation analysis is more subject to spurious results induced by motion artifacts (Power et 199 
al. 2012), functional data were preprocessed with an optimized pipeline. Other than the standard 200 
preprocessing steps (i.e., slice timing correction, motion correction, T1w coregistration, 6mm 201 
FWHM Gaussian spatial smoothing, intensity normalization) we estimated motion outliers using 202 
the framewise displacement metric as proposed by Power and colleagues (Power et al. 2012) and 203 
the resulting regressors were included in the gPPI analysis as nuisance variables (i.e., spike 204 
regression method, Satterthwaite et al., 2013). The four regressors of interest (i.e., right hand 205 
movement, left hand movement, right hand preparatory phase, left hand preparatory phase) were 206 
included in the gPPI analysis as main effects (i.e., psychological components), while the 207 
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physiological component was represented by the preprocessed timeseries extracted from the right 208 
vPMC (6mm spherical ROI). The PPI term was then obtained as the interaction between the right 209 
vPMC activity and the regressor for left hand movements. Single-subject gPPI maps were then 210 
spatially transformed to match the MNI space (2x2x2mm voxel resolution), using a non linear 211 
registration algorithm (3dQwarp) and constituted the dependent variable in a 2x2 ANOVA full-212 
factorial design with “Time” and “Cast” as main factors. The significance of gPPI analysis was 213 
assessed at group-level by means of a permutation test (FSL randomise, Winkler, Ridgway, 214 
Webster, Smith, & Nichols, 2014) and the threshold free cluster-enhanced method (Smith and 215 
Nichols 2009). Additionally, to confirm the ROI-based results, whole-brain analysis is presented in 216 
Supplementary Material.  217 
 218 
TMS procedure and analysis 219 
Participants underwent two sessions of TMS in order to investigate cortical modifications induced 220 
by the immobilization. TMS pulses were administered using a Magstim Rapid
2
 stimulator 221 
(Magstim, Whitlan, Dyfed, Wales, UK) connected to a 70-mm figure-of-eight coil positioned over 222 
the left and right M1. The resting motor threshold (rMT) was defined as the lowest stimulus 223 
intensity capable of evoking 5 out of 10 motor evoked potentials (MEPs) with at least 50 µV peak-224 
to-peak amplitude (Rossini et al. 2015). The rMT and MEPs were recorded before and after 225 
immobilization. In the pre-immobilization session, rMT and MEPs were recorded one week before 226 
T1, in order to avoid any possible effect of TMS on the fMRI results. For the same reason, we did 227 
not acquire TMS before T2, T3 and T4. In the post-immobilization session, rMT and MEPs were 228 
recorded immediately after T4 (thus the same day of the second scanning). During MEPs recording 229 
session (10 MEPs were collected for the right and 10 MEPs for the left hand), the stimulator 230 
intensity was set at 120% of the individual rMT. MEPs were recorded from the first dorsal 231 
interosseous (FDI) muscle of participants’ right and left hands. Electromyographic (EMG) activity 232 
was recorded by pairs of Ag–AgCl surface pre-gelled electrodes (35 mm diameter) connected to a 233 
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Biopac MP-150 electromyograph (Biopac Systems Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). The EMG signal was 234 
acquired according to the method used in previous studies (Bucchioni et al. 2016; della Gatta et al. 235 
2016; Bruno, Fossataro, Bolognini, et al. 2017; Fossataro et al. 2018). MEPs were analyzed off-line.  236 
In the data analysis, with respect to rMT, according to the non-normality of the residuals 237 
distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test), non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests were performed to 238 
compare the rMT pre- and post-immobilization of the right and left hemisphere. With respect to 239 
MEPs amplitude, according to the normality of the residuals distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test), a 2x2 240 
repeated measures ANOVA was performed, with Hand (Left; Right) and Time (Pre; Post 241 
immobilization) as within-subjects factors. 242 
 243 
Results 244 
fMRI results 245 
According to the meta-analytic approach (Yarkoni et al. 2011) described in methods, ROIs analysis 246 
on the brain areas commonly implicated in the hand movements (M1, SMA, vPMC and dPMC) 247 
revealed the following results. See maps comparing both motor preparation and motor execution 248 
with rest activity in Supplementary Figure 1 and 2. 249 
In the preparation phase, the MANOVA model on the ß-values extracted from the eight ROIs did 250 
not show any significant results. For the movement execution phase, the MANOVA revealed a 251 
significant overall effect for Side*Cast (F(4,16)=13.240, p<0.001, ηp
2
=0.768) and Side*Day*Cast 252 
(F(4,16)=3.667, p=0.026, ηp
2
=0.478) interactions. Notably, these results were driven by changes in 253 
contra-immobilization M1 and vPMC activity, whilst SMA and dPMC showed no significant 254 
modulations. 255 
M1 activity: Side*Cast interaction (F(1,19)=7.963, p=0.01, ηp
2
=0.295). A significant difference 256 
between blocked and free conditions was found only for the left (manipulated) hand. Post hoc 257 
comparisons showed that, when the left hand was immobilized by the cast, the contralateral right 258 
M1 activity was significantly lower with respect to free conditions (p=0.013). See Figure 1c.  259 
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vPMC activity: Side*Cast interaction (F(1,19)=31.514, p<0.001, ηp
2
=0.624). A significant difference 260 
between blocked and free conditions was found only for the left (manipulated) hand. However, 261 
contrary to the M1 activity, when the left hand was immobilized by the cast, the activity of the 262 
contralateral right vPMC was significantly higher with respect to free conditions (p=0.040). 263 
Coherently, a significant difference between left and right vPMC was found only in blocked 264 
condition (p=0.001), while in free conditions left and right vPMC were similarly activated. See 265 
Figure 1d. 266 
Side*Time*Cast interaction (F(1,19)=13.852, p<0.001, ηp
2
=0.422). For the left (manipulated) hand, a 267 
significant difference between blocked and free conditions was found only in Day 1. Post hoc 268 
comparisons showed that the activity of the contralateral right vPMC significantly increased at T2 269 
(as soon as the left hand was immobilized) compared to T1 (p=0.023). See Figure 1e. 270 
For both M1 and vPMC, no significant results were found for the right control hand. 271 
In the control motor imagery task, we found that the activity of the right vPMC was significantly 272 
lower with respect to all the four timepoints of the motor task, including free (T1 and T4) and 273 
blocked (T2 and T3) conditions. See Supplementary Figure 3. See the results of the additional 274 
whole-brain analysis in Supplementary Material and in Supplementary Figure 4.  275 
Furthermore, the gPPI, used to estimate the context-dependent functional connectivity between 276 
right vPMC and the rest of the brain, revealed a main effect of Cast (p<0.05 TFCE corrected). This 277 
suggests that, when the left hand was immobilized, the contralateral right vPMC activity was 278 
significantly more coupled with activity in right primary somatosensory cortex (S1; x=+55, y=-17, 279 
z=+43; See Figure 1f). Of note, according to the Neurosynth database (11406 studies, January 280 
2018), this region demonstrates high posterior probability scores - P(Term|Activation) - for terms 281 
such as "somatosensory cortices" (P = 0.91; Z-scores = 9.32), "tactile" (P = 0.86; Z-scores = 8.09), 282 
"touch" (P = 0.85; Z-scores = 5.15), "index finger" (P = 0.84; Z-scores = 4.12) and "finger" (P = 283 
0.80; Z-scores = 5.87). This evidence confirms the anatomical specificity of our functional 284 
connectivity results.  285 
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 286 
TMS results 287 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests on rMT found a significant increase of rMT of the right hemisphere 288 
(contralateral to the manipulated hand) in post- with respect to pre-immobilization (T=6, p<0.001) 289 
(right hemisphere rMT: mean ± sd; Pre: 54.95±7.32; Post: 60±8.45). No significant difference was 290 
found for left hemisphere in post- with respect to pre-immobilization (T=104.5; p=0.99) (left 291 
hemisphere rMT: mean ± sd; Pre: 53.85±7.50; Post: 54.6±7.63). A significant difference was found 292 
between left and right hemisphere only in post-immobilization (T=29.5; p=0.01). See 293 
Supplementary Figure 5. ANOVA on MEPs amplitude did not find any significant main effects, 294 
confirming that, for the left hemisphere, different rMT between pre- and post-immobilization 295 
produced comparable MEPs.  296 
 297 
Discussion 298 
In the present study we used limb immobilization in order to study whether motor areas proposed to 299 
be involved in motor programming and monitoring were modulated by the congruency between 300 
movement intention and movement execution.  301 
Our results first provide compelling evidence for a functional role of PMC in motor monitoring of 302 
voluntary action. Indeed, according to our predictions, the activity of PMC (and particularly of 303 
vPMC) was modulated by the presence/absence of the immobilization and by its duration. In 304 
blocked conditions, when the sensory predictions did not match with the sensory feedbacks because 305 
no movement was actually performed with the left hand, a greater activity of the contra-306 
immobilization right vPMC, with respect to normal movement condition, was found. This suggests 307 
an on-line vPMC involvement in detecting the mismatch between movement planning and (no) 308 
movement execution. Importantly, these vPMC results, obtained with our a priori hypothesis-309 
driven ROI approach, are confirmed by whole-brain analysis (see Supplementary materials). 310 
Although the present study was focused on the motor component of the comparator system, it is 311 
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interesting to note that whole-brain analysis also revealed an involvement of the supramarginal 312 
gyrus (see Sup. Figure 4) that, as previously described (e.g. Jenmalm et al. 2006), might be involved 313 
in signaling the discrepancy between predicted and actual sensory consequences of the actions.  314 
Interestingly, the greater activity of the right vPMC was present as soon as the left hand was 315 
immobilized (T2). After one week of immobilization, vPMC did not show any enhanced activity, as 316 
if no incongruence has to be detected. This suggests that, when the system had likely learned that no 317 
movement could be execute with the left (immobilized) hand, predictions about motor 318 
consequences are changed (i.e. the absence of movement becomes the expected output and the 319 
comparator system does not produce alerting signals). This might be a consequence of some plastic 320 
changes induced by the immobilization, as also proved by the cast-related corticospinal excitability 321 
modulation in our subjects (Facchini et al. 2002; Avanzino et al. 2011; Kaneko et al. 2014; Burin et 322 
al. 2017). Indeed, the motor threshold for the immobilized limb was found to be higher after one 323 
week immobilization. 324 
It is important to note that the comparison between the motor task and the control motor imagery 325 
task showed, in all the analyzed clusters (including the crucial vPMC), a significantly reduced brain 326 
activity during motor imagery with respect to both free conditions (T1 and T4) and blocked 327 
conditions (T2 and T3) of the motor task. We acknowledge, as an important limitation of this 328 
control experiment, that data of the motor imagery task and of the motor task were collected in 329 
different experimental sessions. However, we think that this control (required by an anonymous 330 
reviewer) might suggest that the difference between real and simulated movements, extensively 331 
described in previous studies (Porro et al. 1996; Roth et al. 1996; Lotze et al. 1999; Dechent et al. 332 
2004; Kasess et al. 2008; Garbarini et al. 2014), also pertains to the blocked conditions; i.e. it is 333 
possible to functionally discriminate between conditions in which the subjects were asked to “try” 334 
to move their blocked hand and a motor imagery task in which the hand movement has to be 335 
mentally simulated. These results can rule out the possibility that the increased activity in vPMC, 336 
observed here soon after the application of the cast (at T2), reflects a mental simulation. We also 337 
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acknowledge that, in this control experiment, we only tested the possible confounding effect of 338 
motor imagery per se, while the effect of immobilization on motor imagery (e.g. Bassolino et al. 339 
2014; Burianova et al. 2016) as well as on other cognitive aspects (e.g. peripersonal space and body 340 
representation; Bassolino et al. 2015), remains outside the purpose of the present study.  341 
Interestingly, in the contra-immobilization right hemisphere, M1 showed an opposite modulation 342 
during the task as compared to vPMC. According to previous data (Huber et al. 2006; Avanzino et 343 
al. 2011; Langer et al. 2012), M1 activity, related to the kinesthetic component of the movement, is 344 
reduced in blocked with respect to free conditions. Even if in M1 the three-way interaction is not 345 
significant, there is a trend in right M1 activity showing a progressive time-dependent reduction of 346 
BOLD signal in blocked conditions (see Supplementary Figure 6).  It is worth noting that previous 347 
studies on both immobilization procedure in healthy subjects (Avanzino et al. 2011) and constraint-348 
induced movement therapy (CIMT) in brain-damaged patients (Wittenberg and Schaechter 2009) 349 
showed increased activity of the hemisphere ipsilateral to the immobilized limb due to hyper-use of 350 
the other side, however we did not find any significant modulation in the ipsilateral (i.e., left) M1, 351 
both in TMS parameters (Supplementary Figure 5) and in BOLD signal (Supplementary Figures 6).    352 
Contrary to the cast-related decrease of the contra-immobilization M1 activity, the increase of the 353 
vPMC activity is coherent with its involvement in motor monitoring function. This is in accordance 354 
with a considerable amount of evidence suggesting that, in humans and monkeys, vPMC also sub-355 
serves motor cognitive functions, including action and intention understanding (Nelissen et al. 356 
2011), imitation (Rizzolatti et al. 2002; Iacoboni 2009) and even space computation (Fogassi et al. 357 
1992, 1996; Avenanti et al. 2012). Specifically related to monitoring function, although in a 358 
different domain with respect to our study, it has been shown that, during speech production, the 359 
comparison between normal speech and perturbed speech (generating compensatory motor 360 
commands) induce increased activity in bilateral vPMC (Golfinopoulos et al. 2011).  361 
An alternative explanation of our results would be that the increased vPMC activity in blocked 362 
conditions could be ascribed to difficulties in motor planning during left hand block at T2, as soon 363 
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as the hand was immobilized by the cast. However, the absence of cast-related modulatory effect on 364 
a classical motor planning-related area, such as SMA (Tanji and Shima 1994; Nachev et al. 2008; 365 
Garbarini et al. 2014), as well as on each hand-motor area considered in the preparation phase, does 366 
not support this hypothesis. No modulation was found also on dPMC, suggesting that, in our task, 367 
this area is functionally disentangled from vPMC (Fogassi et al. 2001; Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001; 368 
Majdandzc et al. 2009).   369 
Ventral PMC has been also described as exerting an important role in multisensory integration 370 
processes, where motor output and sensory inputs coming from different modalities are realigned in 371 
a unique reference frame (Graziano 1999; Ehrsson et al. 2004; Makin et al. 2008; Ronga et al. 372 
2012). Crucially, when, in our experiment, the left hand was immobilized, the right vPMC showed 373 
an increased functional connectivity with the hand area in the right S1. This may reflect an 374 
intensified flow of incongruent sensory feedbacks for the comparison with the sensory prediction 375 
based on motor planning. Similar vPMC-S1 connectivity was found in a previous study, where the 376 
ischemic nerve block was used to investigate the S1 activity when voluntary movements were 377 
performed in absence of somatosensory feedbacks (Christensen et al. 2007). Although designed 378 
with a very different rationale, that study also showed a significantly greater vPMC activity as soon 379 
as the somatosensory block occurred (Christensen et al. 2007). This represents a complementary 380 
results with respect to our study, where the movement execution was prevented but the 381 
somatosensory components were spared (see also Garbarini, Rabuffetti, Piedimonte, Solito, & Berti, 382 
2015).  383 
The role of contra-immobilization vPMC as a comparator system indicates that, at least in the motor 384 
context, the monitoring function is implemented in the same neural network responsible for the 385 
process that has to be controlled (Berti et al. 2005). Thus, motor functions and motor monitoring 386 
functions can be combined in two anatomo-functional models for free and blocked movements (see 387 
Figure 2). In free conditions, the congruence between intended and executed movement requires a 388 
minimal activity of the comparator system (“I moved my hand as I planned”). On the contrary, in 389 
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blocked conditions, the enhanced vPMC activity and the increased functional connectivity with S1, 390 
alert the system about the incongruence between motor intention and motor execution (“I did not 391 
move my hand as I planned”).  392 
Taken together these findings, by investigating hemodynamic activity and functional connectivity in 393 
healthy subjects during limb immobilization, provide convincing evidence of the involvement of 394 
vPMC in motor monitoring. Although motor awareness has not been directly evaluated in our 395 
sample, we may speculate that vPMC, for its crucial role in detecting the status of the motor system, 396 
is an important component for the emergence of action-related consciousness.  397 
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 610 
Figures Captions 611 
Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the study timeline. Orange hands: left manipulated hands 612 
(at T1 and T4 left hand is free; at T2 and T3 left hand is blocked with a cast); blue hands: right 613 
control hands; fMRI free: motor task with both hands free; fMRI blocked: motor task with the left 614 
hand blocked and the right hand free. Between T1 and T2 the left hand was blocked with the cast; 615 
between T3 and T4 the cast was removed from left hand.  b) Experimental task. Visual stimuli 616 
presented through RM compatible visual device. Both hands were white in rest condition for 12 617 
seconds. The preparation phase consisted of 12 pictures, presented for 500ms each, of a progressive 618 
red painted right hand and a white left hand. When the right hand became whole red and the left 619 
hand remained white, participants had to open/close the right hand for 12 seconds. Vice versa for 620 
the preparation phase and motor execution of the left hand. In blocked conditions (i.e. T2 and T3), 621 
participants were instructed to try to move the left immobilized hand. c) ROIs analysis results of 622 
execution data: mean beta values ± standard error of M1 activity; Side*Cast interaction. Orange 623 
bars: right hemisphere (left hand); blue bars: left hemisphere (right hand). d) ROIs analysis results 624 
of execution data: mean beta values ± standard error of vPMC activity; Side*Cast interaction. e) 625 
vPMC bold signal change of execution data normalized on the average of the four time points for 626 
each subject: orange and blue dots represent the group average (for right vPMC and left vPMC, 627 
respectively), grey dots represent single subject results; Side*Time*Cast interaction. *P < 0.05 628 
Bonferroni corrected. f) gPPI results with right vPMC as seed region: Main effect of Cast. The 629 
activity of right vPMC was coupled with an increased activity in right S1 (x=+55, y=-17, z=+43). 630 
 631 
Figure 2. Anatomo-functional model for motor monitoring during voluntary movement. Free 632 
movements: When sensory predictions, based on motor programs, match sensory feedbacks of 633 
actual movements, the comparator system in PMC is not activated. Blocked movements: When 634 
sensory predictions, based on motor programs, do not match sensory feedbacks of actual 635 
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movements, the comparator in PMC increases its activity and informs the system about the 636 
incongruence between motor intention and motor execution.  637 
 638 
 639 
 640 
 641 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the study timeline. Orange hands: left manipulated hands (at T1 
and T4 left hand is free; at T2 and T3 left hand is blocked with a cast); blue hands: right control hands; 
fMRI free: motor task with both hands free; fMRI blocked: motor task with the left hand blocked and the 
right hand free. Between T1 and T2 the left hand was blocked with the cast; between T3 and T4 the cast 
was removed from left hand.  b) Experimental task. Visual stimuli presented through RM compatible visual 
device. Both hands were white in rest condition for 12 seconds. The preparation phase consisted of 12 
pictures, presented for 500ms each, of a progressive red painted right hand and a white left hand. When the 
right hand became whole red and the left hand remained white, participants had to open/close the right 
hand for 12 seconds. Vice versa for the preparation phase and motor execution of the left hand. In blocked 
conditions (i.e. T2 and T3), participants were instructed to try to move the left immobilized hand. c) ROIs 
analysis results of execution data: mean beta values ± standard error of M1 activity; Side*Cast interaction. 
Orange bars: right hemisphere (left hand); blue bars: left hemisphere (right hand). d) ROIs analysis results 
of execution data: mean beta values ± standard error of vPMC activity; Side*Cast interaction. e) vPMC 
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BOLD signal change of execution data normalized on the average of the four time points for each subject: 
orange and blue dots represent the group average (for right vPMC and left vPMC, respectively), grey dots 
represent single subject results; Side*Time*Cast interaction. *P < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected. f) gPPI results 
with right vPMC as seed region: Main effect of Cast. The activity of right vPMC was coupled with an 
increased activity in right S1 (x=+55, y=-17, z=+43).  
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Figure 2. Anatomo-functional model for motor monitoring during voluntary movement. Free movements: 
When sensory predictions, based on motor programs, match sensory feedbacks of actual movements, the 
comparator system in PMC is not activated. Blocked movements: When sensory predictions, based on motor 
programs, do not match sensory feedbacks of actual movements, the comparator in PMC increases its 
activity and informs the system about the incongruence between motor intention and motor execution.  
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Additional whole-brain analysis 
Methods 
Voxelwise whole-brain analyses were used to assess differences between T1 and all the other time-
points, to corroborate the results derived from the ROI-based approach. In this regard, β-values 
maps obtained from single-subjects GLM analysis (please refer to the main manuscript for further 
details) served as inputs for two separate paired T-tests (T1 vs T2 and T1 vs T3), so as to assess the 
influence of immobilization on brain activity evoked by left hand motor execution task. For the sake 
of completeness, we also tested differences in brain activity between the first (namely baseline 
activity) and the fourth time-point. Statistical significance of each resulting map has been 
established using a robust non-parametric permutation approach (FSL randomize; Jenkinson et al., 
2012) and the threshold-free cluster enhancement method (TFCE; Smith and Nichols, 2009). 
Results 
The results for these supplementary analyses showed that the activity of the right ventral portion of 
the precentral sulcus (R PreCS) is significantly higher immediately after immobilization of the left 
hand (i.e., T2 > T1; Supplementary Figure 2), while is not different from baseline (i.e., T1) after 
one week of movement restriction (i.e., T3). In addition, location of the R PreCS cluster (54, 14, 29) 
closely resembles the coordinates of right vPMC independently established using Neurosynth (56, 
6, 30). Two additional clusters emerged from the whole-brain analysis when comparing brain 
activity at baseline (i.e., T1) and immediately after immobilization (i.e., T2): the left supramarginal 
gyrus and the right postcentral sulcus. Lastly, the comparison of brain activity across timepoints 
(i.e., T1 vs T2; T1 vs T3; T1 vs T4) did not reveal any other significant difference. 
 
References 
Jenkinson, M., Beckmann, C. F., Behrens, T. E., Woolrich, M. W., & Smith, S. M. (2012). Fsl. 
Neuroimage, 62(2), 782-790. 
Smith, S. M., & Nichols, T. E. (2009). Threshold-free cluster enhancement: addressing problems of 
smoothing, threshold dependence and localisation in cluster inference. Neuroimage, 44(1), 83-98. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. This figure depicts brain activity elicited by the preparation phase for the left hand 
movement at different timepoints (A). For each timepoint, a whole-brain voxelwise analysis identifies brain 
regions engaged during preparation phase: unthresholded statistical maps (T-values) are reported and the 
white outline represents clusters found to be significantly recruited (p < 0.05 TFCE corrected) in all the four 
timepoints (logical ‘AND’ mask). Panel C shows voxels significantly recruited in all the four timepoints: other 
than primary and supplementary motor and dorsal and ventral premotor cortices, preparation phase 
determines an increase of hemodynamic activity in the superior parietal lobule, as compared to the motor 
execution phase.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Panel A shows the results of motor execution task for the left hand at different 
timepoints. For each timepoint, a whole-brain voxelwise analysis identifies brain regions engaged during 
motor execution: unthresholded statistical maps (T-values) are reported and the white outline represents 
clusters found to be significantly recruited (p < 0.05 TFCE corrected) in all the four timepoints (logical ‘AND’ 
mask). Panel B shows the reverse inference meta-analytic map for the term ‘hand’ as computed by pooling 
together 736 fMRI studies in Neurosynth. The obtained map provides an accurate and comprehensive 
description of the somato-motor hand network, entailing primary (S1) and secondary (SII) somatosensory 
cortices, primary (M1) and supplementary (SMA) motor areas, and dorsal (not shown) and ventral premotor 
(vPMC) cortices, among other regions. Moreover, this map closely resembles the one obtained by selecting 
voxels significantly engaged by motor execution in all the four timepoints (C). Please note that the network 
derived from our data does not include the cerebellum, due to partial coverage acquisition.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. The figure shows average activity ± standard error of the right vPMC during mental 
imagery (dark grey column; “Imag”) and actual execution (light grey columns; “Exec T1”, “Exec T4”) of left 
hand movement and activity of the same region during the attempt to move the immobilized left hand 
(dashed columns; “Exec T2”, “Exec T3”). Activity of the right vPMC is significantly higher for all the four 
timepoints (i.e., T1 to T4) as compared to mental imagery.  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Here, results for the whole-brain voxelwise contrast between T2 (Day 1, Cast) 
versus T1 (Day 1 Free) are shown. The right inferior bank of the precentral sulcus (R PreCS) was more 
recruited immediately after immobilization (i.e., T2), when subjects attempt to move the immobilized (left) 
hand, as compared to the unrestrained condition (i.e., T1). Peak location for this difference well matched the 
coordinates for vPMC, obtained using Neurosynth meta-analytic approach. Other regions differentially 
engaged in these two timepoints were the right postcentral sulcus (R PosCS), and the anterior portion of the 
left supramarginal gyrus (L SMG).  
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Supplementary Figure 5. Mean values of rMT ± standard error, expressed as percentage of the stimulator 
output. PRE: one week prior to T1; POST: immediately after T4. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.  
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Supplementary Figure 6. M1 BOLD signal change of execution data normalized on the average of the four 
time points for each subject: orange and blue dots represent the group average (for right M1 and left M1, 
respectively), grey dots represent single subject results; *P < 0.05 paired T-test (two-tailed). Please note 
the progressive reduction of the BOLD signal in blocked conditions through time. The only significant 
difference is between the baseline free condition at Day 1 (T1) and the blocked condition of Day 2 (T3).  
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